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Book Reviews . ...
Poplar, Iowa, and The
Danes of Yates County
Reviewed by PETER L. PETERSEN
Poplar, Iowa (compiled and edited by Margaret Christensen,
Marlene Hansen, Leona Johnson, Virginia Johnson, Irene
Ladd, Marjorie Petersen, and Nancy Sand), privately
printed, 1985, 244 pp., - $22 .50 cloth.
Chittenden, Varick A. The Danes of Yates County: The
History and Traditional Arts of an Ethnic Community in the
Finger Lakes Region of New York State (Penn Yan , New
York: The Yates County Arts Council, 1985), iv + 80 pp.,
$7.50 paper. Available from The Yates County Arts
Council, 215 Main Street, Penn Yann , NY 14527. Add $2.00
for postage.
Students of Danish-American
history frequently
observe that of all the groups which make up the colorful
ethnic mosaic of the United States, Danes were among the
most rapid to assimilate. The two books under review here,
while not directly challenging this view, suggest that even
after the passage of several generations, descendants of
Danish immigrants retain both pride and interest in their
ancestry. In fact both books grew out of recent efforts to
commemorate the Danish heritage of the two markedly
different communities.
Poplar, Iowa, was a small, crossroads village located
near the border of Shelby and Audubon Counties on the
northern edge of the largest rural settlement of Danes in the
United States. Even at its peak, shortly after the turn of the
century, Poplar was little more than a handful of houses, a
few businesses, and a church. Today only two houses - one
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of them vacant - and a cemetery remain. Although physical
evidence of Poplar's existence has almost disappeared with
the passage of time, memories of life in this Danish
community linger. Former residents and their descendants
annually gather for a picnic and in 1984 a seven-ton granite
boulder was placed near the central intersection. Flanked by
two flagpoles, one for the Stars and Stripes, the other for the
Dannebrog, the stone bears a plaque commemorating the
village and "THE DANISH IMMIGRANTS WHO MADE IT
LIVE."
Buoyed by the positive response to these initial efforts, a
committee was formed to compile and edit a history of
Poplar. The resulting book contains accounts of businesses,
schools, the local United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church, and community events. The bulk of the work - 132
pages - is devoted to family histories. Taken as a whole,
this book fulfills the editors' stated intention that it "be a
collection of memoirs of the past and present citizens of
poplar, that the elders find pleasure reminiscing and that the
youth will gain knowledge of and a greater appreciation for
their Danish emigrant ancestors." Sales have been brisk and
despite two printings, Poplar, Iowa is already out of print.
Individuals who are interested in learning more about the
book or who wish to place their name on a list for a possible
third printing are invited to contact Marlene Hansen, Route
2, Box 148, Harlan, Iowa 51537.
Whereas Poplar was a small part of a much larger
Danish settlement, the Danes who settled in and around
Penn Yan, a community in the Finger Lakes region of northwestern New York and the seat of government for Yates
County, were far removed from other concentrations of
their countrymen. Between 1860 and 1920, approximately
200 Danish families, many of them from North Jutland,
settled in Yates County. Today it is estimated that about 10
percent (some 3,000 people) of the area population is
descended from these first families. To recognize the impact
of these immigrants upon their community, the Yates
County Arts Council organized a "Danish Heritage Celebration." The three year project culminated in 1985 with
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several events, including the publication of The Danes of
Yates County.
Author Varick A. Chittenden, a Professor of English at
the State University of New York at Canton, is a professional folklorist who relied heavily upon oral history in his
research. His attractively published book is divided into
three parts: a succinct but highly useful history of the Danish
people who came to the region; an examination of institutions which served as tradition bearers, specifically, the
family, the local UDELC congregation, and the Danish
lodges; and, finally, a discussion of Danish folk expressions
such as storytelling and speech, music and dance, foods, and
holiday celebrations. Chittenden has a fine ear and includes
some delightful accounts of life among Penn Yan Danes.
Some immigrants, for example, were known to have a
certain affection for a potent Danish drink known as "snaps"
(akvavit). Once, one of the author's narrators recalls:
There was a man, he came in around dinner (noon)
time., and he says, "By Golly, I didn't get my snaps
this morning." There was a little boy, three, four
years old. "Oh-h-h-h, yeah," he says, "You had it
all right." "How did you know?" the man says.
'Well," the boy says, "I heard you standing in
behind the door out in the pantry," he says. And
you said, "Ah-h-h-h-h!"
Obviously, these books will be of interest primarily to
readers who have direct connections with Poplar or Penn
Yan. Nevertheless, a careful perusal of both will uncover
some gems of social history. A good example is the widespread use in both communities of nicknames to distinguish
between those who shared common Danish names. Thus a
reader might encounter people called "Fat Hans," "Rump
Christian," "Goldtooth Jens," or "Marius Pool Hall." Both
books are profusely illustrated and the marvelous photographs are by themselves worth the price of purchase.
Thanks to all the people involved in these two projects,
portions of the Danish heritage of Poplar, Iowa, and Penn
Yan, New York, have been preserved and the history of
Danes in America enriched.
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1886: A Danish-American Family Saga
Reviewed by GERALD RASMUSSEN
by David L. Hendee. Published by Prairie Wind Books,
which was established to gather and publish the story of
Danish immigrants Julius and Sophie Nielsen for the
centennial reunion of their descendants at Potter, Nebraska
in July , 1986. Privately published by the author, 10006 N.
64th St. , Omaha , NE 68132. 250 pages , hardcover$35.00 .
1886 tells of the settlement of the Huge Plains southwest
of Potter, Nebraska, by Danish immigrants, especially the
family of Julius and Sophie Nielsen, the first Danes to settle
in that area, which came to be known as Little Denmark.
The story outlines conditions in Denmark in the 1880s,
follows the Nielsens to America, and then goes on to detail
the homesteading and "Kincaid" years. It concludes with a
description of the virtual disappearance of the Danish
community and then chronicles information about the
descendants of the Nielsen family.
Most family histories are just that, and only that. 1886:
A Danish-American Family Saga is a family history all right,
but it is much more than that. In addition it is a superbly
researched and written history about the assimilation
process of immigrants to the United States. 1886 includes
enough background to place the life stories meaningfully
within the context of the times. Finally the book contains
primary source material useful for the historian to use in
writing more general secondary and interpretive works.
Every book should be reviewed and measured against
the author's interest in writing it. David Hendee's interest is
clearly expressed in the preface where he writes that "it is not
a scholarly study." He emphasizes that 1886 is a family
study. He also implies that the underlying theme is the
process of assimilation of the immigrants and the disappearance of the ethnic society into the main stream of American
life. Hendee achieved both his objectives. As stated
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previously, he does more. He has skillfully used a variety of
primary sources and woven them expertly into a cohesive
text.
There is a depth to 1886 not usually found in family
histories. Hendee traces events back to causes. He examines
causes for decisions made by family members and
consistently searches for reasons for what is happening as the
lives are revealed by the narrative. And he does not miss the
human drama of the settlement phase, nor of the gradual
disintegration of Little Denmark in Potter, Nebraska.
The author, David L. Hendee, is a great grandson of
Danish immigrants Julius and Sophie Nielsen and Andrew
and Elsie Andersen. He is a graduate of Midland Lutheran
College and is presently Nebraska editor of The Omaha
World-Herald. 1886 must have been a treasure to present to
the family reunion that motivated it, in 1986. It is well worth
including in any library (public or personal) seriously
interested in immigrant history. It is a model for others who
are interested in researching and writing family history.

Danish Immigrant Homes:
Glimpses from Southwestern Minnesota
Catalogue
Reviewed by KAREN MADSEN MCCOMSEY
by Signe T. Nielsen Betsinger, Guest Curator and Exhibition
Designer. Printed by the Goldstein Gallery, Department of
Design, Housing and Apparel, College of Home Economics,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Copies of the
catalogue can be obtained by writing to the Goldstein
Gallery and sending a donation of $5. 00 or more to cover
printing and mailing.
This stunning exhibition of Danish immigrant homes
opened in the Goldstein Gallery on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus March 9-April 6, 1986 and was shown
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again at the Danebod Centennial in Tyler, Minnesota, July
11-13, 1986. In reassembling the exhibition for the celebration in Tyler, Dr. Signe T. Nielsen Betsinger, guest
curator and exhibition designer, paid tribute , to the
community on which she had focused her efforts to
document the exteriors and interiors of Danish immigrant
homes during the past six years. It was in Tyler that I had an
opportunity to see the exhibit.
"Danish
Immigant
Homes:
Glimpses
from
Southwestern Minnesota" is in many ways a sequel to
Betsinger' s doctoral study of the late 1960s, in which she
studied a Danish community in southwestern Iowa. By interviewing elderly residents, analyzing old photographs,
pouring over newspapers from the late 1800s and early
1900s, and photographing existing furnishings, she studied
the homes of the early immigrants and noted the transfer of
material culture that had continued well beyond the midtwentieth century.
The exhibition was a series of vignettes integrating
photographs of the houses and including some of the artifacts that were used in them. Soft grey and traditional
Danish red and white colors provided a smart and pleasing
background for the glimpses Betsinger provided viewers.
The groupings were by families, and one sensed a Danish
design heritage reflected throughout the exhibition in
depicting what was important to the immigrants in preserving material culture. The objects for the exhibit documented
what the Danish immigrants had in their homes, either by
choice or out of necessity, and illustrated their ingenuity in
building and furnishing homes in what was then a seeming
desolate area.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Betsinger prepared this
handsome catalogue, complete with photographs, which
provides details about the exhibit. The text describes the
development of Danebod, a Danish colony located in
Lincoln County, Minnesota, and gives the reader a glimpse
into the history of the families as well as the design and
contents of more than 24 Danish immigrant homes in the
Tyler area, e.g., photo of a writing desk from the Andrew
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and Anna Jensen home - a sample of the many striking
photos in the catalog. When, during their preparations to
move from Iowa to Minnesota in 1912, the Jensens
discovered that a bed they owned was not sturdy enough to
transport by rail, Andrew Jensen, a cabinetmaker from
Aalborg, Jylland, made it into a writing desk.
Dr. Betsinger, Assistant Director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station at the University of Minnesota, is a
prominent force in efforts to establish the Danish Immigrant
Museum in Elk Horn, Iowa. As soon as a building becomes a
reality for this project, it is hoped an effort will be made to
reassemble this exhibit for a permanent display at the
museum. In the meantime, Betsinger' s catalogue offers a
delightful and excellent review of the exhibit.
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Winter's Child
Reviewed by EVA NIELSEN
by Dea Trier M0rch. Originally published as Vinterb0rn,
1976. Translated from the Danish by Joan Tate. Published
by the University of Nebraska Press, 901 North 17th St.,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0520. 1986. 271 pps. - $19. 95.
"What an utterly woman's world," Dea Trier M0rch
interjects at regular intervals in her novel set in a maternity
ward for difficult cases in Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen.
From Monday, December 16 through Monday, January 13
of a year in the mid-1970s the lives of Marie, Gertrude,
Olivia, Linda, Karen, Margrethe, Veronica, and others
briefly touch in this setting as they await the births of their
babies.
They are children born too early, and children with
a fault somewhere, children with visible or invisible
inborn defects, children for whom some complication has arisen during or after their actual birth.
One of them has meningitis and a far too pale pink
skin. Another has faulty heart valves and is apt to
turn the color of bilberries. One has a broken arm
from a complicated Caesarian birth. And there .. .
a drug addict on a cure ... There they lie ... .
Winter's Children . . .. in their mechanical wombs
of glass and steel, condemned to survive ...
For the mothers of these children, childbirth looms as
full of risks and dangers. Their private thoughts, fears and
anxieties for their newborn, for themselves and their
families, form the main web of the story as it proceeds
through those winter days. The women are individually
characterized by what they are reading, or not reading. Only
knitting fills the long hours for some of them. Linda reads
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romances. Marie, the main protagonist,
unmarried, a
nursery school teacher, active in her union, tries to keep her
mind trained on ABC OF POLITICAL SCIENCE while
fearing that the increase in her fetal fluid could possibly
inhibit development of the placenta, as the doctor had said it
might. A night nurse tries to assure her that even in this
department 97 % of the births are normal.
The sights, sounds and smells peculiar to a hospital
maternity ward are carefully, honestly, almost clinically
noted. Here is the raw stuff of life. Against this backdrop the
individual stories are skillfully and sympathetically told, in
both their comical and tragic dimensions. Through their
interactions with their doctors and midwives and with each
other the women in the ward reveal their vulnerability but
also their solidarity as women in this most universal of their
experiences. It is an utterly woman's world!
Dea Trier M0rch, a graduate of the Royal Academy of
Art in Copenhagen, is the author of five other novels and
books about Poland and the Soviet Union. She is the mother
of three children. Winter's Child was an immediate best
seller when it was published in Denmark in 1976 and has
been translated into fifteen languages. Joan Tate, a freelance
writer from Shrewsbury, England is responsible for the
English version. The original block prints featured in the
book are the work of the author, a noted Danish artist as
well.
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